Synaptic organization of neurotensin immunoreactive amacrine cells in the chicken retina.
Immunohistochemistry was utilized to investigate the light and electron microscopic localization of neurotensinlike immunoreactive (NT) amacrine cells in the chicken retina. The NT cells possess oval cell bodies (7 microns in diameter) that are located in either the second or third tier of cells from the border of the inner nuclear and inner plexiform layers. The processes of such cells extend into the inner plexiform layer where they ramify as a narrow plexus in sublamina 1 and as a broad plexus in sublaminas 3 and 4. Additionally, stained processes are observed occasionally within sublamina 5. At the ultrastructural level, NT-positive somas exhibit a rather dense and evenly distributed peroxidase reaction product throughout their cytoplasm. The nucleus of NT amacrine cells possess a round, unindented nuclear membrane. NT-immunoreactive processes in the inner plexiform layer interact synaptically only with non-NT cells. NT processes receive synaptic input mainly from the processes of amacrine cells and to a lesser degree from bipolar cells. The large majority of NT-stained varicosities form presynaptic contacts onto the processes of amacrine cells, but are also presynaptic to bipolar cell axon terminals. Moreover, each of the above synaptic relationships can be identified in each of sublaminas 1 and 3 to 4 of the inner plexiform layer. In addition, NT processes are presynaptic to processes devoid of synaptic vesicles that may originate from ganglion cells. Finally, NT processes occasionally form synaptic contacts onto somas situated in the most proximal row of the inner nuclear layer.